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            April 5, 1981                                            TS
            12:33 PM       150 mg MDE
             2:45 PM        50 mg Supplement
            +2 - +3     4:00 ... Very stoned, there was some
            nausea in the beginning of the experience. After alert
            the onset was very rapid. I found it very difficult
            to concentrate on what I was thinking or saying simply
            due to the extraordinary nature of coming on to this
            material. I had been drinking brandy the evening before
            and attribute most of my discomfort in the first hour
            to the previous evening.
            At the four hour point: there is noticeable jaw clenching
            and rice crispies in the ears. This is a meditative material
            not unlike MDMA except there is more difficulties in forming
            words (not mental but physical). There is a problem in
            focusing eyes, what I want to call 'eye romp'. In the
            first few hours there was occasional vertigo, or a light-
            headedness.
            Monday 6/81:   Anorexia continues, well beyond what I
            would consider my normal. My reflections on sunday....
            sunday at appx. 8:00 PM (still + 1.5) had about 5 Oz.
            of red wine, I had increased eye discomfort. I should have
            taken more notice. Left farm at 10:00 PM, still +1,
            taken home and had about 1 oz. of brandy. Had increasingly
            uncomfortable eye romp. My right eye was almost unconscious.
            Monday 6/81 evening: still no appetite, ate the piece
            of poppy seed cake more from habit than desire. I feel
            hungry, but avoid the kitchen
            Wednesday 8/81:   MDE is not a therapeutic material in
            itself. The onset is too rapid  and spectacular, perhaps
            too distracting. The physical intrigue of being obviously
            very stoned is too pronounced. As far as the positive
            aspects which could be used in working with this material:
            there are here the quiet interlude moments within oneself
            to contemplate the loss or gain of self esteem (like MDMA,
            no recrimination). What I would like to call certain-
            certainties within the self. Something is happening that
            is not going to be defined by any correlation of the group.
            It may become as valuable as MDMA as a tool, but it was,
            for me, much more difficult to communicate.


